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Abstract

Volkov 0.0. et al. The R-Synmetry Violation in N»2 SUSY: IHKP
Preprint 90-123. - Frotvino, 1990. - p. 11, figs. 3, refs. 10.

The present paper discusses the spontaneous R-syametry
violation in the № £ SUSY. SU(4)><U(1) model [1] with soft SUSY
breaking terns preserving finiteness. (In this case an invisible
axion appears). In particular, the mechanism produoting a light
photino (as probable candidate for ISP) of a mass of up to some
OeV is suggested. In R-odd versions of this model the mechanism of
enhancement of the neutrino decay is discussed.

Аннотация

Волков Г.Г. я др. Нарушение R-оимметряи в № 2 СУСИ: Препринт
90-123. - Протвино, 1990. - II с , 3 ряс, библкогр. 10.

В данной статье обсуждается спонтанное нарушение R—симметрии в
N=2 СУСИ SU(4)"U(1) модели с млгконаруиаюинмк СУСИ слагаемыми
сохраняющими конечность. (В етом случае появляется невидимый
аксион). Рассматривается механизм, дающий малую массу фотино (воз-
можного кандидата на ЛСЧ) до нескольких ГеВ. Изучается механизм
усиления распада нейтрино в R-нечетной версии данной модели.

О Инотитут физики высоких анергий, 1990.



A possibility to observe supersynmetry In experiment istightly
connected with the question how light the lightest SUSY particle
(ISP) Is. The most probable candidate for ISP In the N-1 SUSY
theories Is photlno, neutral hlggslno, scalar neutrino. In the
framework of the № 2 theories this list иву be extended with
scalar photon, mirror fermlon,etc.

As an елпар1е we shell consider the N-1 SUSY theory and assume
tha ISP Is photlno. The H symmetry Is known to be responsible for
the masslessness of photlno. This symmetry can be softly broken by
adding trlllnear terms. Then photlno acquires Its mass
radlatlTely. In this case the problem Is that the F e l m a m
diagram for photlno mass diverges In such theories. • If trlllnear
term from N=1 supergravlty be added then the divergence will arise
at a two-loop level; consequently that leads to the Introduction
of a conterterm mfr* which In Its turn brings forward the fine

tunning problem. Hence It Is clear the small mass for photlno can
hardly be obtained In the N=1 SUSY theories. The goal of this
work Is to treat this particular problem, but In the framework of
the № 2 SUSY model.

The N-2 SUSY theories provide a possibility for spontaneous
violation of R-symmetry by non-zero VZVs of mirror scalar gauge
bosons. This theory Is also attractive, because It can be made
finite through a definite choice of representations of matter
fields. There five types of operators softly breaking SUSY, which
being added to the Lagranglan conserve the flnlteness of the
theory [1,3].

As Is known the maximum group of the N-2 SUSY automophlsm In
the massless case Is S0(4)~SU(2)xSU(2), which contains a group of
Internal symmetry U(2)«SU(2)xU(1)

R
, as Its subgroup [4]. The com-



ponent fields are trasnformed over it In the following «аз
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In terms of the N=2 harmonic superspace the Lagrangian of the
gauge theory will have the from [53
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The Yukawa coupling of N=2 the theories are entirely determined

by the gauge structure :
1 ^ + % N ф ) + h.c. (2)

(the upper and lower SU(2) indices (1*1,2) were defined in [5]).

Under the action (influence) of R-symmetry analytical
superfields are transformed in the following way
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The N=2 SUSY Lagrangian conserves the following descrete
symmetries:

a) R-parity (is the Щ 1 ) R factor of the internal group at a=2*);

b) M-parity: this transformation distinguishes usual апЛ mirror

fields. If we consider 1
г
*°2

 ш й
 K

t o b e m i r r o r
 ones, then x **-X»

N **-N , and for the doublets C ^ - C
1
, С

±
<* О

1
 etc.; (3)

c) interchange symmetry:

We shall try to obtain a small mass for photino, M
ni
<1 GeV. In
7

N=2 theories there may arise a new mass scale, connected with the
breaking of the internal global SU(2) symmetry.

In the N=2 supersymmetry extension of the Standard Model it is
quite difficult to obtain a realistic mass spectrum of fermlon
matter.

One of the ways to solve the fermion mass problem is to extand
the gauge group. The SU(2)iU(1) extension gives us a possibility
to construct a Lagrangian, where ordlnaty and mirror fields of
matter occur in one representation. This allows one to give spon-



taneously the fermion mass of the tree lerel, I.e.,through 717 of
the scalar f ield N [1].

We shall deal with a gauge group SU(3)ZSU(4)ZU(1) [11 and
discuss the questlon.whlch masses gaugino acquires In this theory:

q£«(1,4,-1/2) ; q£v(3,4.1/6) - matter hypermultlplets,

q}~(1,4,-1/2) ; q*«(1,4,1/2) -HIggs hypermultiplets.

The R oharges of the multlpleta will be chosen In the following
way H(q£jQ)=1/2 , R(q{>2)=-1/2 , И(^ +

)=О , then R-parlty of
particles' is given with a well known formula R=(-1 )

г а + з в + ь
.

In this model we shall redefine H-parlty (3)С
±
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1
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1
 for the

fundamental representation and ii**
1
^?

1
**., .etc. for the adjoint

representation,where ^«(1,1,-1,-1).
We shall add mass terms, which softly break N«2 SUSY In order

to obtain a realistic mass spectrum for fermlons.

z
, (4)
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where 1 is the SU(2) internal Index, J-1,2) completely breaks the

supersymmetry»
The scalar potential wlllinduce non-zero VX7s of Higgs scalas

and the field N. Let non-zero VEVs have the form

Note that VXVs of the field N breaks R-synraetry, learlng R- and
M-parltles unbroken. In what follows we shall use the notations
gV

2
»M

R
. Since the quantity v determines the masses of W- and Z-bo-

zons, while V defines the breaking scale of SU(2)
H
, It will be

quite natural to assume the following hierarchy

irl « Irl « I7J. (6)

For definitenesa we assume that V Is real and т is pure
laaginary.



The photino паев arises at the one-loop level (see diagram of
flg.1) The mixing between left and right scalara (see flg.ia) ap-
pears because of the non-zero VEV of the field N (4).

ir

Fig. 1a,b. Diagram giving photino тавв.

The diagram of fig. 1a Is described by the Interaction
Lagranglan (see (2)):

h.c,

where e=- 8 8

,»2

sin6=sinp=~

g ang g' are the Interaction constants of SU(4) and U(1), T
a
-SU(4)

generators.
The masses of ordinary fermions will also arise In a radiation

way, or one can add the term -I^Cn^TrN
2
]^ h.c. to the

Lagranglan. And this Induces the masses of usual fermions on the

tree level (m = -| m ) and mixing of left and right scalara. This
m

mixing brings us to a new diagram (flg.ib) which contributes to
the fermion mass (ag) together with diagram 1a , which contributes
to a.

г
e\

-ft in in 5*. (7)



where X~(X~) Is the mixing angle for usual (mirror) scalar

electrons and M, _ , . are their masses. We assume that M. „ , .»
»m e and |m^-m||»4m4me (I.e. M ^ g * ^ , U^fM^m^).

One more contribution to the photino mass arises as a result of

mixing photino with mirror gauglno, £|=1/v5'U2
1-«2

e) (see flg.2)
The part of the Lagranglan describing diagram 2 looks like
(see (2))
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e
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Fig. 2. Diagram giving photino-gaugino mixing.

Indeed not only the diagrams of figs.1,2 contribute to the
photino mass. There also exiet the diagrams where electrons and
scalar electrons are replaced by quarks and leptons of other
generations. The account of them Is trivial, since the
calculations are completely analogous to those In the case of
electron.

We sun up our results and write down the mass matrix for
photino and mirror gauglno: Ibix=~TlotlJllT'o' where
£ f i | j ,«|>2>2isahiggaino,
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We shall consider two boundary cases:

1) а»\^/т
А
, Ь^/Ид. In this case the diagram of figs.1,2

will contribute to the photlno mass approximately equal to a.

2) a«b
2
/m

4
,b

2
ffl

4
/M

R
. In this case the following relation

should be satisfied

*IA ,. "A „ * 4
2 ^' > t. (Ю)

If It holds, then the see-saw mechanism works, and the fennlon

mass will be
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Under assumption case 2) Is realized and

following expression

m!

we derive the

(12)

(13)

It should be noted that other neutral gaugino and Hlggslno

cnot treated here) will be heavy and their masses are v|/m
4
.

To make everything more vivid we shall make some numerical

estimates. When choosing the mass parameters one should bare In

mond that they should satisfy the eqautlons
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obtained from minimizing scalar potentials.
(I) bet the main contribution to the elements a and b be made

by the diagrams with electron exchanges (flg.1,2) We shall the
following values for the mass parameters: m

#
=0.5 MeV, ш

вт
=100 GeV,

m ^ ^ i TeV, Mg
 4
~3.4 TeV, M

1 3
~3 TeV. Then we obtain a~50 eV,

b~20 MeV, that Is, see-saw mechanism works, with formula (13) we
arrive at the photlno mass of about 100 eV.

(II) If the diagrams with %-lepton exchange are dominating (the
diagrams similar to those of figs.1,2), then under assumption that
пц-1800 MeV and т

г
«100 GeV (all the other arameters are the same

as in case (1)), then we obtain a~0.2 MeV, b~20 MeV. The see-saw
mechanism does not work and the photlno mass Is р

о
~0.2 MeV.

(III) If the leading contribution to the photlno mass is made
by the diagrams with the quark exchange, then photlno will also
mix with gauglno (

5
~

14
 and Hlggslno (Ф

1
)
 1
. As a result the mass

matrix will be 5«5. However if the diagrams with the t quark
exchange are dominating (i.e., b-quark contribution may be
neglected) then the mass matrix reduces to 3 x 3 of form (9), but
with the replacements £J 1- 1 1 S4£~ 1 5, MfeJg'OI»,), and V 2-V r

If mt~80 GeV and mt ~200 GeV (the remaining parameters are the
ra

same), we have a~3 MeV, b~30 MeV, and the photlno mass will be
equal to ц

о
~а~3 MeV.

(IV) We shall consider the case when the mirror fermicns are
sufficiently heavy (~O(1) TeV), then the radiation mechanism
treated In this work, may yield the photlno mass in the region of
several GeVs. For Instance, if m

t
~80 GeV, m

t
 ~2 TeV, m

4
~M

R
~20 TeV,

M
1 г з 4~

3
"

3
-

6 T e V
>
 t h e n t h l a w 1 1 1

 ^
 t h e

 t-quark loop that makes
a contribution to the photlno mass, and ц

о
 will be about 1 GeV.

Thoughln reality one cannot obtain large values for mirror
fermlons In the framework of the SU(4)xU(1) model, since the VEVs
of the N-fields, giving the mass to mirror fermions, break the
gauge group SU(4)xU(1) to U(1 )

e m
. Therefore the mirror fermlon

masses are connected with the W-bozon mass through the relation



mf!+m| ~2yMJJ , where y=1, if M-parity Is not violated, and y=1.5

for the model with the broken M parity.

The considered SU(4)xU(1) model may need the

generalization, say, in the frames of a gauge group with bigger

rank.For example, the models of 10-dimenalonal Е^х-Е^ heterotlc

strings,when compactifled on Galabi-Yau manifolds with SU(2)

holonomy.or on orblfolds with shift vector V=(a,a,0
6
) (the

discrete subgroup of SU(2)),give a 4 dimensional theory with Kj

gauge group and N=2 supersymmetry.In such theories it can be

poslble to decouple the internal SU(2) and electroweak breaking

scales,thus decoupling the masses of mirror fermlons from W and

Z-ones.

Finely let us note,that the considered "radiative" mechanism

works for glulnos as well.So in cases (i)-(iii) the problem

arises: how to make the glulno mass large enough not to contradict

the explremental limits: m^ 280 GeV. The solution of this problem
8

is as follows: If photlno mass is 0(1GeV),then the one-loop

diagrams for gluinos analogous to those given In flgs.1 and 2 will

give the glulno mass a
3
 in agreement with experiment (In this case

we have the relation m = ~ sin
2
e m as In N=1 supergravity.If

m^ «0(1 GeV) then another mechanism is needed to make glulnos
7

heavy.For example,the breaking of M-parity can give big mixing

(b
3
) of ordinary and mirror glulnos.

The Big Bang Model (BBM) may be considered as a generally

aknowledged standard model, properly describing the evolution of

the Universe. According to the BBM estimates the total mass of all

kinds of neutrino should not be larger than 100 eV (h=1) or 55 eV

(h=0.8) (Sm(v_)<100 h
2
 eV, h is Hubbl» constant) [6]. However

It should be noted that all these limitations are not valid any

longer if neutrino decays quite rapidly. BBM brings us

to the fact that the stable neutrino is lighter than 65 eV or

heavier than 4 GeV, while the mass of unstable neutrino may occure

within the range from 65 eV up to 4 GeV [7]. If among neutrino

decay products we find charged particles or photlno, then there

arise additional astrophyslcal restrictions. After summation over

all of them we derive the lifetime of neutrino [8,91

T(V) < 10
3
 sec. (16)

8



The data on the evolution of the Supernowa yield additional
limitations on the neutrino lifetime [9}

T(V) < 10"3 m(V) sec/eV. (17)

The decay V*JJ{J*VJ) becomes more enhanced, if the amplitude of
the process In the one-loop approximation Is proportional to the
Internal mass. Then the decay width is proportional to nrj(m^).

We shall attempt to get the same result using R-odd theories with
an extended set of fields. In particular, let us consider an R-odd
version of the SU(4)xU(1)xN=2 SUSY theory.

As is well known, In the models with broken R-parity, neutrino
mixes with neutral gauglno and Hlggslno E1O1. If the LSP is mainly
a photlno, then Its mixing with neutrino will be strong if their
mass difference is not very large. Since photlno Interacts both In
a rlghthand way and In the lefthand way, then in the diagrams of
the neutrlnoradiative decay there may appear a term proportional
to the mass of a vertual particle( but not to the neutrino mass).
As aresult the suppression factor in the decay width is
proportional to the phase space (~n£).

In the theory under consideration the Interaction we are
Interested In, has the form (see (2)):

I + h.c, (18)

where |^=1/V?(||-1||), q's are up-quarks, e is their charge.
The mixing between photlnos, mirror gauglnos and neutrino is

described by the expression Ь
т 1 х

=-Ш
о
М Ш

о
. where <&o=(7

o
, t%, v

Q
),

EM]
a

b (19)
d u 0

R
>

o
, a and b are quantum corrections, d is the photlno and

neutrino mixing parameter, m is the gauglno effective mass,
which is described by the Its mixing with the right Hlggslno. The
decay v *yj will be described by a standard one-loop diagram
(flg.3). Now



where 7, f_, v are physical fields. The calculations of this

diagram give us

(V

J. ̂

where ?Лх)=-&-
1
 1-х

equal to

xlni

(1-1)
г

(21)

. Then the width of the decay will be

16

9

where - 0£1013.

К]
m2

V7

(22)

Fig.3. One-photon neutrino deoay-

Now we shall make some numerical estimates. Let the masses

of the scalar quarto be equal to M =*M =100 GeV. Then, applying

L R

astrophyslcal limitations (16,17) to formula (22) we obtain

10



a) if m «100 KeV and % «i^sec. we пате О
2
 > 2-Ю"

4
;

b) 1Г m,.~i HeV and i <10
3
 sec, we have C

2
 > 2«10~

8
;

VJ

c) If my ~1O MeV and t <5»10
3
 sec, we have C

2
^ > 4«10~

12
.y <

г
Note , that If the following values for the mass parameters be

accepeted т
и
 ~100 eY, m

t
~1 GeV and m «100 KeV, then we obtain

A T

С „ ~1O . It can easily benoted (see a)), that p neutrino may

also decay In agreement with the astrophyslcal limitations.
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